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The Interviews
Directions: Each group of questions in this section is based on a set of conditions. In answering some of the questions, it may be
useful to draw a rough diagram. Choose the response that most accurately and completely answers each question and blacken
the corresponding space on your answer sheet.
Questions 1–6
Each of six job candidates—Felix, Gilly, Harry, Inga, Jade and
Kelsey—must be interviewed by one of three managers—Rob,
Sarah and Todd—in consecutive time slots. No two candidates
will be interviewed at the same time and no interview involves
more than one manager. Each manager must interview at least
one candidate. The interviews must be scheduled in accordance
with the following conditions:
After Sarah’s second (and final) interview, Rob must
interview exactly one candidate.
Rob interviews neither Jade nor Inga, but must interview
Felix.
Todd does not interview Jade.
Rob interviews neither the first nor the last candidate.
Inga is interviewed second.
No manager may interview consecutive candidates.
Harry is interviewed immediately after Felix.
1. Which one of the following is an acceptable matching of
candidates with managers, listed from the first interview
to the last?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Sarah: Gilly; Sarah: Inga; Todd: Jade; Rob:
Kelsey; Rob: Felix; Todd: Harry
Sarah: Jade; Todd: Inga; Rob: Kelsey; Sarah:
Gilly; Rob: Felix; Todd: Harry
Sarah: Jade; Todd: Inga; Rob: Kelsey; Rob: Felix;
Todd: Harry; Sarah: Gilly
Sarah: Inga; Sarah: Felix; Todd: Harry; Rob:
Kelsey; Sarah: Gilly; Todd: Jade
Todd: Kelsey; Sarah: Inga; Todd: Kelsey; Sarah:
Jade; Rob: Felix; Todd: Harry

2. If Todd interviews a candidate in the third time slot, each
of the following must be true EXCEPT:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Sarah interviews Inga.
Jade is interviewed after both Kelsey and Inga.
Gilly is interviewed immediately before Jade.
Rob interviews one candidate only.
Todd interviews Kelsey.

3. Which one of the following represents the latest time slot
in which Kelsey can be interviewed?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

second
third
fourth
fifth
sixth

4. Which one of the following is a complete and accurate
list of the time slots in which Felix can be interviewed?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

first, third, fourth
third, fifth
third, fourth
fourth, fifth
fifth

5. If Todd conducts the first interview, for how many of
the time slots can both the candidate and the manager be
determined?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

2
3
4
5
6

6. Which one of the following assignments effectively
determines every candidate and manager’s schedule?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Kelsey being interviewed fifth.
Todd interviewing first.
Gilly being interviewed third.
Harry being interviewed last.
Sarah interviewing fourth.
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1.
B
2.
C
3.	E
4.
B
5.
C
6.
A
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